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New precision Roller Bearings of LYSN PRECISION BEARING CO., LTD. 

Dear Manager ,  

Greeting from LYSN PRECISION BEARING CO., LTD.  

Have a nice day! Although the world economic situation is not optimistic now, we still 

receive many order from our customers because of the high quality of our bearings. One of our 

customers in Indian join us to be our local agent in their country because of our precision 

bearings.  

Now we show the details about our new precision bearings to you, please check. We wish 

we have the chance to build business relation-ship. 

  If you want to learn more , you can also check our web site : www.lysnbearing.com  which 

include the technical details !  

        

 Our inspecting room                     Our Bearing Warehouse 

We can design and manufacture various types of rolling bearing ranging from 150mm to 

4500mm , either standard or nonstandard , and the accuracy can reach Class 4。 We used the 

SKF material used on our special rolling mill bearings. 

We show our new precision bearings as follows : 
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Four-Row taper roller bearings 3806/266.7-2LS/P5 for Korea customer. 

           

Taper roller bearings 32948、32972、32960 and Spherical roller bearings 23024CC/W33、23026CC/W33 

for German customer. 

                        

Crossed Roller Bearings for Saudi Arabia customer.                 Crossed Roller Bearings for Indian Customer. 
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Cylindrical Roller bearings NNU4172/P4 for Turkey         Four- row cylindrical roller bearing FCDP84120440/P5 

Customer                                               for Ukrainian Customer                                

If you need bearings in the future, you can contact us directly by mail! 

Welcome your inquiry and visit!   

 Sunny Xu  (Sales Manager) 

LYSN PRECISION BEARING CO., LTD. 

High-Tech Zone, Luoyang City , Henan Province , China  

T e l:  86-(0)379-62112130,   

 F a x:  86-(0)379-62112130  

Mobile: 86-15824920318 
Email:  sale@lysnbearing.com  

 MSN:     snbearing556@hotmail.com 

Skype: bearing556        
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